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people thought that war was approaching again; even
Edward Albert remarked that " all this here armament
don't look like peace for ever, does it? Something ought
to be done about it." But they thought always of the old
sort of war and not of war right out of control and a world
blown to smithereens. And Morningside Prospect thought
no more of warfare on its own golf links than of Martians out
of the sky. Talk about disarmament went on among the
representative Tewlers gathered at Geneva, but the arms
salesmen made sure that these deliberations came to
nothing.
Edward Albert became aware of Adolf Hitler, not as a
personal enemy who was going to Shatter all the complacen-
cies of his life, but as a strange, rather comic, figure in that
pleasantly defeated Germany, somewhen about the time of
the Reichstag fire.    Mrs Tewler was shopping in Gage and
Hopler's emporium and Edward Albert was waiting for her
in die convenient waiting-room beyond the soda fountain and
the Hairdressing.    He picked up an illustrated paper and
found pictures of the Fuehrer in fiill blast.
" Look at that," said Edward Albert.
" What's he so excited about ? "
" Politics."
" Looks as if he ought to be took care of somewhere. He's
worse than that great ugly Mussolini. People like that
didn't ought to be let go about loose, all dressed up and 'owling
and threatening everyone who don*t agree with them. You
don't know what mischief they may do sensible people."
Thus Mary, revealing an anticipatory gleam of sapiens in
her composition.
" No affair of ours," said Mr Tewler, true to type, true to
the specific quality that will never see what is coming to it
until after it has been hit.
Later on he became more aware of the Nazi triumvirate
and more particularly of" This here Hitler ".
Mr Copper of Caxton and Mr Standish of Tintern, in
particular, were inclined to take a favourable view of this
now rising star. *' He may have his faults/* said Mr Copper,

